1. 9,860,451 Devices and methods for capturing and interacting with enhanced digital images
2. 9,857,897 Device and method for assigning respective portions of an aggregate intensity to a plurality of contacts
3. 9,854,006 System and methods for improving interaction routing performance
4. 9,846,910 Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange
5. 9,830,654 Repositioning of market information on trading screens
6. 9,824,395 System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment
7. 9,823,839 Device, method, and graphical user interface for displaying additional information in response to a user contact
8. 9,818,155 Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
9. 9,817,552 Method and system for communicating user interfaces between first and second users over a network
10. 9,811,859 Trading tools for electronic trading
11. 9,811,811 Method and system for allocating deposits over a plurality of depository institutions
12. 9,805,425 System and methods for electronic commerce using personal and business networks
13. 9,805,419 System and method for facilitating primary and secondary offerings in restricted securities for publically traded corporate entities
14. 9,805,418 Regulating order entry in an electronic trading environment to maintain an actual cost for a trading strategy
15. 9,805,417 System and method for automated trading
16. 9,805,344 Notification system and method
17. 9,785,305 Touch input cursor manipulation
18. 9,779,166 Method and system for determining an order of presentation of search results
19. 9,778,771 Device, method, and graphical user interface for transitioning between touch input to display output relationships
20. 9,773,280 Trading interface for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment
21. 9,773,279 Consolidated price level expansion
22. 9,760,948 Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects
23. RE46,538 Method and apparatus for extended management of state and interaction of a remote knowledge worker from a contact center
24. 9,754,244 System and method for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of transactions
25. 9,753,639 Device, method, and graphical user interface for displaying content associated with a corresponding affordance
26 RE46,528  T  Implementation of call-center outbound dialing capability at a telephony network level
27 9,747,622  T  Point-and-shoot product lister
28 RE46,521  T  Method and apparatus for extended management of state and interaction of a remote knowledge worker from a contact center
29 9,741,080  T  System, program product, and methods for social network advertising and incentives for same
30 9,741,076  T  System and method for displaying trade information for electronic trading exchange
31 9,736,269  T  Method and system for sharing metadata between interfaces
32 9,727,918  T  System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment
33 9,727,916  T  Automated trading exchange system having integrated quote risk monitoring and integrated quote modification services
34 9,710,856  T  System and method for adapting market data and evaluating unequal offers
35 9,710,855  T  Method and system for quantity entry
36 9,704,174  T  Conversion of loyalty program points to commerce partner points per terms of a mutual agreement
37 RE46,457  T  Method and apparatus for data-linking a mobile knowledge worker to home communication-center infrastructure
38 RE46,438  T  Method and apparatus for data-linking a mobile knowledge worker to home communication-center infrastructure
39 9,679,334  T  System and method for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment
40 9,679,323  T  Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
41 9,674,426  T  Devices and methods for capturing and interacting with enhanced digital images
42 9,672,565  T  High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
43 9,652,803  T  Virtualizing for user-defined algorithm electronic trading
44 9,645,732  T  Devices, methods, and graphical user interfaces for displaying and using menus
45 RE46,387  T  Method and apparatus for extended management of state and interaction of a remote knowledge worker from a contact center
46 9,626,705  T  Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
47 9,619,076  T  Device, method, and graphical user interface for transitioning between display states in response to a gesture
48 9,614,934  T  Methods and systems for harvesting comments regarding users on a network-based facility
49 9,607,335  T  Method and system for allocating deposits over a plurality of depository institutions
50 9,602,729  Devices and methods for capturing and interacting with enhanced digital images
51 9,600,472  E-services translation utilizing machine translation and translation memory
52 9,595,056  Method and system to automatically qualify a party to participate within a network-based commerce transaction
53 9,595,047  Incentive network for distributing incentives on a network-wide basis and for permitting user access to individual incentives from a plurality of network servers
54 9,589,289  Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
55 9,582,831  High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
56 9,576,296  Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating performance in transactions
57 9,569,773  Invariant biohash security system and method
58 9,553,755  Method for implementing and executing communication center routing strategies represented in extensible markup language
59 9,542,689  Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of items
60 RE46,243  In-band signaling for routing
61 9,524,495  Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of items
62 9,516,171  Personal desktop router
63 9,514,128  System and method to facilitate translation of communications between entities over a network
64 9,508,094  Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
65 9,483,788  System and method for graphically building weighted search queries
66 9,483,762  Invariant biohash security system and method
67 9,477,985  Method and apparatus for facilitating user selection of a category item in a transaction
68 9,477,773  Automated selection of images for web pages
69 RE46,153  Method and apparatus enabling voice-based management of state and interaction of a remote knowledge worker in a contact center environment
70 9,430,798  Method and system for allocating deposits over a plurality of depository institutions
71 9,418,371  Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of items
72 9,412,117  Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of items
73 9,400,882  Method and system for maintaining login preference information of users in a network-based transaction facility
9,400,786 T Computer-implemented method, computer software and apparatus for use in a translation system
9,396,222 T Method and system for high performance integration, processing and searching of structured and unstructured data using coprocessors
RE46,060 T In-band signaling for routing
9,374,370 T Invariant biohash security system and method
9,367,866 T Method and system to automatically qualify a party to participate within a network-based commerce transaction
9,355,422 T Introducing a fixed-price transaction mechanism in conjunction with an auction transaction mechanism
9,350,808 T Method for routing transactions between internal and external partners in a communication center
9,342,812 T Taxonomy based database partitioning
9,342,506 T In-context exact (ICE) matching
9,323,794 T Method and system for high performance pattern indexing
9,294,512 T System and method for handling complaints about unsolicited communications
9,292,865 T Dynamic keyboard for trading
9,262,403 T Dynamic generation of auto-suggest dictionary for natural language translation
9,244,771 T Fault tolerance and failover using active copy-cat
9,223,818 T Taxonomy based database partitioning
9,218,720 T Box office game
9,202,216 T Electronic retail financial transaction manager
9,189,815 T User interface for an electronic trading system
9,189,813 T Method and system for updating information on a merchandise catalog page
9,189,568 T Method and system to display and search in a language independent manner
9,176,775 T Intelligent data storage and processing using FPGA devices
9,159,103 T System and method for dynamically determining quantity for risk management
9,153,076 T Method for structuring a mortgage servicing right asset efficiently to include a hedging component
9,141,993 T User interface for semi-fungible trading
9,128,929 T Systems and methods for automatically estimating a translation time including preparation time in addition to the translation itself
9,116,868 T Automated selection of images for web pages
9,092,825 T Automated system for adapting market data and evaluating the market value of items
101 9,092,792 Customizing an application
102 9,081,653 Duplicated processing in vehicles
103 RE45,606 Call and data correspondence in a call-in center employing virtual restructuring for computer telephony integrated functionality
104 RE45,583 Method and apparatus for providing enhanced communication capability for mobile devices on a virtual private network
105 9,058,094 Method and apparatus for facilitating user selection of an item category in an online auction
106 9,053,504 Method and system to automatically qualify a party to participate within a network-based commerce transaction
107 9,053,485 Security monitoring system with image comparison of monitored location
108 9,047,642 Social choice engine
109 9,026,469 Electronic manager of financial information for retail transactions
110 9,008,704 Method and system for automatically communicating user interfaces between first and second users over a network
111 9,008,075 System and methods for improving interaction routing performance
112 9,002,920 Method and apparatus for extended management of state and interaction of a remote knowledge worker from a contact center
113 8,973,821 Conversion/transfer of non-negotiable credits to entity independent funds
114 8,971,216 Method for routing transactions between internal and external partners in a communication center
115 8,959,031 Trade execution methods and systems
116 8,950,669 Conversion of non-negotiable credits to entity independent funds
117 8,944,320 Conversion/transfer of non-negotiable credits to in-game funds for in-game purchases
118 8,935,150 Dynamic generation of auto-suggest dictionary for natural language translation
119 8,935,148 Computer-assisted natural language translation
120 8,930,259 Method and apparatus for monitoring and evaluating limit order trading
121 8,930,256 Keyboard trading system
122 8,930,255 Methods and systems for combining securities and carbon credits
123 8,924,277 Method and system for automatic execution of a securities transaction
124 8,918,505 Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
125 8,880,501 Method and system for high performance integration, processing and searching of structured and unstructured data using coprocessors
126 8,874,427 In-context exact (ICE) matching
127 8,843,408 Method and system for high speed options pricing
128 8,842,151 Security monitoring system with flexible monitoring sequence
129 8,836,749 Security monitoring system with combined video and graphics display
130 8,833,650 Online shopping sites for redeeming loyalty points
131 8,831,988 Repositioning of market information on trading screens
132 8,812,545 Taxonomy based database partitioning
133 8,812,388 Systems and methods for multi-style portfolio (MSP) cash flow enhancement
134 8,807,427 Conversion/transfer of non-negotiable credits to in-game funds for in-game purchases
135 8,800,016 Method and system for maintaining login preference information of users in a network-based transaction facility
136 8,799,218 Business channel synchronization
137 8,799,138 Routing control for orders eligible for multiple markets
138 8,799,114 Method and system automatically to support multiple transaction types, and to display seller-specific transactions of various transaction types in an integrated, commingled listing
139 8,794,518 Conversion of loyalty points for a financial institution to a different loyalty point program for services
140 8,793,375 Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
141 8,793,181 Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects
142 8,793,178 Electronic bartering system with facilitating tools
143 8,789,752 Conversion/transfer of in-game credits to entity independent or negotiable funds
144 8,788,400 Managing outlying trading orders
145 8,788,398 Method and apparatus for automated trading of equity securities using a real time data analysis
146 8,788,397 System and method for trading financial instruments based on undisclosed values
147 8,788,381 System and method for creating and trading a digital derivative investment instrument
148 8,783,563 Conversion of loyalty points for gaming to a different loyalty point program for services
149 8,781,950 System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment
150 8,781,949 System and method for displaying money management information in an electronic trading environment

**PAT. NO.** | **Title**
--- | ---
151 8,781,940 | Method and apparatus for facilitating user selection of a category item in a transaction
152 8,781,931 | Method and system for allocating deposits over a plurality of depository institutions
153 8,775,398 | Method and system for determining an order of presentation of search results
154 8,775,297 | Automated trading system
155 8,775,294 | Automated linked order processing
156 8,768,888 | Intelligent data storage and processing using FPGA devices
157 8,768,824 User interface for semi-fungible trading
158 8,768,822 Trading interface for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment
159 8,768,816 System and method for automatic scalping a tradeable object in an electronic trading environment
160 8,768,806 System and method for performing automatic spread trading
161 8,768,805 Method and apparatus for high-speed processing of financial market depth data
162 8,764,558 System and method for betting on a participant in a group of events
163 8,763,901 Cross marketing between an entity's loyalty point program and a different loyalty program of a commerce partner
164 8,762,255 System and method for displaying highest and lowest traded price of tradeable objects
165 8,762,249 Method and apparatus for high-speed processing of financial market depth data
166 8,756,148 User interface for an electronic trading system
167 8,756,142 Computer-implemented securities trading system
168 8,756,137 Electronic trading system restricting trading orders
169 8,756,130 System and method for the automated brokerage of financial instruments
170 8,751,452 Intelligent data storage and processing using FPGA devices
171 8,751,391 System and process for performing purchase transactions using tokens
172 8,751,370 Multi-broker order routing based on net position
173 8,751,358 System and method for automated order entry on short queues
174 8,751,339 Method of accessing exact OTC ISDA type overnight indexed swap exposures within an electronic futures exchange environment
175 8,751,326 Introducing a fixed-price transaction mechanism in conjunction with an auction transaction mechanism
176 8,744,953 System and method for icon oriented representation of trading strategies
177 8,744,950 Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen
178 8,744,949 Method and apparatus for processing and routing transactions
179 8,744,945 System and method for displaying trade information for electronic trading exchange
180 8,738,512 Block placing tool for building a user-defined algorithm for electronic trading
181 8,738,510 System and method for money management using a plurality of profit levels in an electronic trading environment
182 8,738,501 Controlling traders from manipulating electronic trading markets
183 8,738,498 System and method for routing a trading order
184 8,738,497 System and method for automatic repositioning of market information in a graphical user interface
Systems and methods for monitoring credit of trading counterparties
System and method for processing and displaying quantity information during user-configurable time periods
Creating and trading dynamic securities
Methods and systems for combining securities and carbon credits
Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange
Method and system for providing a record
Method and system of facilitating a transaction
Systems and methods for controlling traders from manipulating electronic trading markets
Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange
System and method for investing public deposits
Method and system for quantity entry
System and method for creating and trading a derivative investment instrument over a range of index values
Index for assessing discount potential
System, program product, and methods for online image handling
Method and system for allocating funds over a plurality of time deposit instruments in depository institutions
Method and system for customizing a network-based transaction facility seller application
Multi currency exchanges between participants
System and method for investing public deposits
Release of funds based on criteria
System and method for simulating an electronic trading environment
Method and system for creating a volatility benchmark index
Click based trading with market depth display
Systems, methods and program products for deposit and withdrawal processing
Customizable investment fund and investing education
Consolidated price level expansion
User interface for semi-fungible trading
Exchange of entries corresponding to participants in a sports competition
Rewards program website permitting conversion/transfer of non-negotiable credits to entity independent funds
Method and apparatus for price improvement, participation, and internalization
System and method for money management in electronic trading environment
Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information
Pricing and forecasting
Method, apparatus and article-of-manufacture for the creation, issuance, trading, and exercise of refund options for attendance rights

Rewards program with payment artifact permitting conversion/transfer of non-negotiable credits to entity independent funds

System and method for creating a customer account

Electronic spread trading tool

Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth

System and method for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment

High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices

System and method for the automated brokerage of financial instruments

System, method and program product for modeling fund movements

System and method to facilitate translation of communications between entities over a network

Conversational dealing in an anonymous trading system

Method, apparatus and interface for transaction toggling

Determining a community rating for a user using feedback ratings of related users in an electronic environment

Method and apparatus to detect fraudulent activities within a network-based auction facility

System and method for analyzing and searching financial instrument data

Outlying trading orders

System and method for monitoring trading

Automatic restitution of transaction fees, punishment of non-paying bidders, and management of appeals

High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices

Virtual couponing method and apparatus for use with consumer kiosk

Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in a database

Workflow management system

Methods and systems for processing orders

System and method for the automated brokerage of financial instruments

Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth and price consolidation

Systems and methods for administering return sweep accounts

System and method for the automated brokerage of financial instruments

Methods and systems for harvesting comments regarding events on a network-based commerce facility

Computer-implemented securities trading system

System and method for allocating excess funds in control account

High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
Incentive network for distributing incentives on a network-wide basis and for permitting user access to individual incentives from a plurality of network servers

Option search criteria testing

Systems and methods for providing financial services

High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices

System, method and program product for administering fund movements

Method for retrieving data stored in a database

Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation

Systems and methods for facilitating electronic securities transactions

Systems and methods for routing trading orders

Operation of auctions over computer networks

Electronic transaction processor system

Method for scheduling future orders on an electronic commodity trading system

System and methods for facilitating informed trading of financial instruments

System and method for generating liquidity

System and method for measuring and utilizing pooling analytics

System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment

Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks

Electronic completion of cash versus futures basis trades

Solutions server

System and method for allocation to obtain zero activity in one or more selected aggregated deposit accounts

Compound order handling in an anonymous trading system

Block placing tool for building a user-defined algorithm for electronic trading

Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in a database

Electronic systems and methods for providing a trading interface with advanced features

Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation

Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation

Insurance transaction system and method

Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks

System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment

Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in a database

Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in database
279 8,554,663  System and method for holding and sending an order to a matching engine
280 8,554,661  Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in a database
281 8,554,650  Importable template
282 8,548,898  Electronic securities marketplace having integration with order management systems
283 8,547,199  System for retrieving data stored in a database
284 8,543,485  System and method for variably regulating order entry in an electronic trading system
285 8,538,858  Apparatus and method for commodity trading with automatic odd lot hedging
286 8,533,106  Regulating order entry in an electronic trading environment to maintain an actual cost for a trading strategy
287 8,533,105  Order centric tracking system and protocol for communications with handheld trading units
288 8,533,104  Multi-broker order routing based on net position
289 8,533,102  System and method for money management using a plurality of profit levels in an electronic trading environment
290 8,533,091  Method and system for generating and trading derivative investment instruments based on a volatility arbitrage benchmark index
291 8,527,392  Method and apparatus for holding a two-stage live auction for on-site and on-line bidders
292 8,527,389  Bidding for energy supply to resellers and their customers
293 8,521,627  Systems and methods for facilitating electronic securities transactions
294 8,521,569  Method and system for allocating funds over a plurality of time deposit instruments in depository institutions
295 8,521,545  Property sale application and tracking system
296 8,521,506  Computer-implemented method, computer software and apparatus for use in a translation system
297 8,515,822  Method and system for re-routing items sold or auctioned to a new customer
298 8,510,206  Consolidated price level expansion
299 8,504,483  Electronic trading system supporting anonymous negotiation and indications of interest
300 8,504,463  Bidding for energy supply
301 8,504,454  System and method for purchasing a financial instrument indexed to entertainment revenue
302 8,498,933  Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks
303 8,498,923  Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange
304 8,498,922  System and method that provide incentives to qualified users of an electronic trading system
Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
Matching of trading orders based on priority
Rules engine having user activated rules of selectable scope and selectable outcomes
System and method for trading derivatives in penny increments while disseminating quotes for derivatives in nickel/dime increments
Market participant issue selection system and method
System and method for apportioning trading orders based on size of displayed quantities
Multi-input system that makes index-based adjustments
Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange
High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
Index for assessing discount potential
Index-based liquidity system and method
Automated cross-cultural conflict management
Method and system to enable a fixed price purchase within a multi-unit online auction environment
Taxonomy-based database partitioning
System, method and program product for administering fund movements using depository institution groups
High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
Method and system for quantity entry
System, method and program product for minimizing fund movements
System, program product, and methods for online image handling
System and method for money management using a plurality of profit levels in an electronic trading environment
System and method for trading and displaying market information in an electronic trading environment
Publishing user submissions
System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment
Method and system for filing a complaint related to network-based transactions
Auction with interest rate bidding
Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen
System and method for offer targeting
Method and system automatically to support multiple transaction types, and to display seller-specific transactions of various transaction types in an integrated, commingled listing
Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information
334 8,407,122 High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices
335 8,401,962 Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks
336 8,401,954 Systems relating to the formulation of risk management contracts
337 8,401,951 Electronic trading system supporting anonymous negotiation and indicators of interest
338 8,396,784 System and method for displaying money management information in an electronic trading environment
339 8,392,315 System and method for displaying highest and lowest traded price of tradable objects
340 8,392,302 Computer-aided process for inflation-immunized derivatives
341 8,392,273 Marketplace payments
342 8,386,383 Money fund banking system with multiple banks and/or rates
343 8,386,382 System and method for allocation to obtain zero activity in one or more selected aggregated deposit accounts
344 8,386,366 System and method for creating a customer account
345 8,380,621 Systems, methods and program products for swap processing for uninsured accounts
346 8,380,609 Trading system with ELFs and umpires
347 8,380,608 System and method for creating a spot market
348 8,374,952 User interface for an electronic trading system
349 8,374,948 System and method for receiving a bid
350 8,370,269 System and methods for electronic commerce using personal and business networks
351 8,370,251 Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
352 8,370,236 Method and system for allocating funds over a plurality of time deposit instruments in depository institutions
353 8,364,602 Automated cross-cultural conflict management
354 8,359,267 System and method for investing public deposits
355 8,359,260 Trade execution methods and systems
356 8,355,985 Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks
357 8,355,956 Marketing goods with bar codes
358 8,353,763 System and method for betting on a participant in a group of events
359 8,352,342 Method and system for determining fees for deposits allocated over a plurality of deposit institutions
360 8,352,328 Methods and systems for searching for goods in a virtual marketplace
361 8,346,654 Indexed payment stream system and method
362 8,346,653 Automated trading system for routing and matching orders
363 8,346,652 Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading securities or derivatives through both electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms
364 8,341,028 Methods and systems for searching for goods
365 8,332,304 Trading interface for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment
366 8,332,303 Method and apparatus for monitoring and evaluating trade activity
367 8,332,302 Method and apparatus for auctioning items
368 8,332,279 Methods and systems for searching for goods and services
369 8,332,278 Method and system for retrieving information regarding an item posted for sale
370 8,326,744 Electronic transaction system and method
371 8,326,743 Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading combined orders for financial instruments through both electronic and open outcry trading mechanisms
372 8,326,742 Programmed trading system
373 8,326,736 Linked displayed market and midpoint matching system
374 8,326,716 Method and system for creating and trading derivative investment products based on a statistical property reflecting the variance of an underlying asset
375 8,326,715 Method of creating and trading derivative investment products based on a statistical property reflecting the variance of an underlying asset
376 8,326,662 Positioning E-commerce product related to graphical imputed consumer demand
377 8,321,331 Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects
378 8,321,324 Managing outlying trading orders
379 8,321,322 Method and system for creating a spot price tracker index
380 8,315,364 Commercial product telephonic routing system with mobile wireless and video vending capability
381 8,311,939 Method and system for allocating deposits over a plurality of depository institutions
382 8,311,926 Montage for automated market system
383 8,311,916 Systems and methods for administering return sweep accounts
384 8,301,535 System and method for analyzing and searching financial instrument data
385 8,296,218 Method and system for providing an automated auction for internalization and complex orders in a hybrid trading system
386 8,296,215 Trading system with elfs and umpires
387 8,291,233 Method and system for maintaining login preference information of users in a network-based transaction facility
388 8,290,861 Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks
389 8,290,860 Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,290,859</td>
<td>Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,290,837</td>
<td>Systems and methods for financial instrument inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,290,809</td>
<td>Determining a community rating for a user using feedback ratings of related users in an electronic environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,285,625</td>
<td>Synthetic funds having structured notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,285,614</td>
<td>Systems and methods for trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,275,696</td>
<td>Repositioning of market information on trading screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,275,690</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,271,903</td>
<td>System and method for dynamically determining quantity for risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,271,377</td>
<td>System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,271,376</td>
<td>Systems and methods for monitoring credit of trading counterparties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,266,044</td>
<td>Automated trading exchange system having integrated quote risk monitoring and integrated quote modification services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,266,042</td>
<td>Financial activity based on natural peril events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,266,016</td>
<td>Method and system for listing items globally and regionally, and customized listing according to currency or shipping area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,260,705</td>
<td>Systems, methods and program products for deposit and withdrawal processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,260,697</td>
<td>Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,260,681</td>
<td>Method and system to detect outlying behavior in a network-based marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,255,478</td>
<td>Aggregation of reduced-sized images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,255,325</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for facilitating online payment transactions in a network-based transaction facility using multiple payment instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,255,314</td>
<td>Electronic completion of cash versus futures basis trades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,255,307</td>
<td>System and method for measuring and utilizing pooling analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,255,286</td>
<td>Publishing user submissions at a network-based facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,249,990</td>
<td>Multi currency exchanges between participants of a networked-based transaction facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,249,979</td>
<td>Multiple protocol trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,249,978</td>
<td>System and method for holding and sending an order to a matching engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,249,975</td>
<td>Automated first look at market events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,249,972</td>
<td>Method and system for creating a volatility benchmark index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method and system for training traders
Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
System and method for allocation to obtain zero activity in one or more
selected aggregated deposit accounts
System and method for simulating an electronic trading environment
System and method for estimating a spread value
Match-off of order flow in electronic market system
Systems and methods for establishing first on the follow trading priority in
electronic trading systems
Systems and methods for trading
Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of investment
contracts
Complex order leg synchronization
Systems and methods for trading
System and method for managing trading using alert messages for outlying
trading orders
Incentive network for distributing incentives on a network-wide basis and for
permitting user access to individual incentives from a plurality of network
servers
System and method for money management in electronic trading environment
Systems and methods for protecting against erroneous price entries in the
electronic trading of financial and other instruments
System and method for assigning computer users to test groups
Financial activity based on natural events
Market participant issue selection system and method
Automated trading system
Method and system for reporting fraud and claiming compensation related to
network-based transactions
Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information
Option search criteria testing
Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen
Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth and price
consolidation
User interface for an electronic trading system
System and method for performing automatic spread trading
Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading combined orders for financial
instruments through both electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms
Method and apparatus for automated trading of equity securities using a real
time data analysis
8,175,955 User interface for an electronic trading system
8,170,950 System and method for automated order entry on short queues
8,170,940 System and method for the automated brokerage of financial instruments
8,165,953 System and method for creating and trading a derivative investment instrument over a range of index values
8,160,954 System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment
8,156,101 Method and system for high performance integration, processing and searching of structured and unstructured data using coprocessors
8,156,037 Regulating order entry in an electronic trading environment to maintain an actual cost for a trading strategy
8,150,894 Method and system for communicating user interfaces between first and second users over a network
8,150,766 System and method for investing public deposits
8,140,510 System and method for handling item listings with generic attributes
8,140,425 Method and system for generating and trading derivative investment instruments based on a volatility arbitrage benchmark index
8,140,424 Method and system to implement seller authorized buying privileges within a network-based shopping facility
8,140,420 Method and apparatus for processing and routing transactions
8,131,630 Money fund bank system
8,131,626 Customizable trading display of market data
8,126,799 Method of bidding to drive competition in an auction
8,126,701 Translation technology in electronic sourcing
8,121,929 Apparatus and methods for automatic trade execution in a trading system
8,117,113 System and method for determining right of access
8,117,109 Systems and methods for establishing first on the follow trading priority in electronic trading systems
8,117,105 Systems and methods for facilitating electronic securities transactions
8,112,352 Electronic system and method for executing a trade
8,111,279 Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
8,108,518 Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site
8,108,297 Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
8,108,294 Order matching system
8,099,352 System and method for trading financial instruments based on undisclosed values
8,099,348 System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment
475 8,099,344  Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis
476 8,098,272  Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
477 8,090,643  Compound order handling in an anonymous trading system
478 8,086,532  Internet billing method
479 8,086,518  Allotting an award volume in an auction
480 8,082,202  Market-indexed mortgage system and method
481 8,078,505  Method and system for automatically updating a seller application utilized in a network-based transaction facility
482 8,078,490  Method and apparatus for corporate voting
483 8,078,182  Method and system for communicating user interfaces between first and second users over a network
484 8,073,763  Trade execution methods and systems
485 8,072,637  Multiple integrated machine system
486 8,069,138  Database migration in an automated financial instrument brokerage system
487 8,069,102  Method and apparatus for processing financial information at hardware speeds using FPGA devices
488 8,060,435  Systems and methods for providing a trading interface
489 8,059,796  Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
490 8,055,582  Multi currency exchanges between participants of a network-based transaction facility
491 8,055,577  Method and apparatus for stock and index option price improvement, participation, and internalization
492 8,055,576  Electronic securities marketplace having integration with order management systems
493 8,055,563  Financial activity based on natural weather events
494 8,050,996  Systems relating to the establishment of a contractual obligation
495 8,050,981  Administrative notes in network-based commerce facility
496 8,046,283  System and method for money management in electronic trading environment
497 8,041,626  Systems and methods for providing a trading interface
498 8,041,624  Method and apparatus for monitoring and evaluating limit order trading
499 8,032,456  System, methods and program products for processing for a self clearing broker dealer
500 8,032,444  System and method for trading options
501 8,027,910  System and method for displaying highest and lowest traded prices of tradable objects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,027,904</td>
<td>Method and system for creating and trading corporate debt security derivative investment instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,027,899</td>
<td>System and method for forming a financial instrument indexed to entertainment revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,024,247</td>
<td>System and method for publishing liquidity replenishment prices in a hybrid auction market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,019,674</td>
<td>System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,019,668</td>
<td>System and method for allocation to obtain zero activity in a selected aggregated account with holdback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,019,667</td>
<td>Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,015,104</td>
<td>Method and system for multi-enterprise optimization using flexible trade contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,015,103</td>
<td>Auction with interest rate bidding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,010,406</td>
<td>Method, apparatus, and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,996,308</td>
<td>System and method for managing aggregated accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,996,300</td>
<td>Regulating order entry in an electronic trading environment to maintain an actual cost for a trading strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,991,679</td>
<td>Systems and methods for providing a trading interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,983,977</td>
<td>Method and system for performing a progressive auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,980,457</td>
<td>Automated trading exchange system having integrated quote risk monitoring and integrated quote modification services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,979,345</td>
<td>Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,979,340</td>
<td>System, program product, and methods for online image handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,979,339</td>
<td>System and method for optimizing execution of trading orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,974,915</td>
<td>Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,974,909</td>
<td>System and method for making trades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,974,908</td>
<td>System and method for promoting competition in an auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,974,895</td>
<td>System and method for developing finance rate information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,970,696</td>
<td>Method, apparatus and interface for transaction toggling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,970,686</td>
<td>System and method of interfacing for client application programs to access a data management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,970,675</td>
<td>Security receipts management system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7,970,652 | Apparatus and method for remote sellers to initiate auction instances at an auction facilitator system and receive or make payment for items bought and
sold with the system by book entry accounting between participant accounts accessible to the system

530 7,966,243 Method and system to automatically qualifying a party to participate in a network-based commerce transaction

531 7,962,396 System and method for managing risk

532 7,962,391 System and method for determining eligibility and enrolling members in various programs

533 7,958,224 Incentive network for distributing incentives on a network-wide basis and for permitting user access to individual incentives from a plurality of network servers

534 7,958,043 Test trading

535 7,945,506 Transaction and account management system

536 7,945,493 Creation of pseudo block to assist in system for facilitating trade processing and trade management

537 7,941,348 Method and system for scheduling transaction listings at a network-based transaction facility

538 7,937,312 Facilitating electronic commerce transactions through binding offers

539 7,933,821 Systems and methods for administering return sweep accounts

540 7,930,240 Repositioning of market information on trading screens

541 7,925,583 Method and system for dynamically adjusting discount rates for a card transaction

542 7,925,566 System and method for trading fixed income financial instruments

543 7,921,055 Automated trading exchange system and method utilizing a randomized opening procedure

544 7,917,436 High speed processing of financial information using FPGA devices

545 7,917,426 Internet billing method

546 7,917,424 System and method for processing and displaying quantity information during user-configurable time periods

547 7,917,423 Systems and methods for providing financial instruments including contrary positions

548 7,917,422 Systems and methods for monitoring credit of trading counterparties

549 7,917,421 Financial activity based on tropical weather events

550 7,917,420 Graphical user interface for financial activity concerning tropical weather events

551 7,917,386 Virtual couponing method and apparatus for use with consumer kiosk

552 7,912,925 Information presentation and management in an online trading environment

553 7,912,782 Test trading

554 7,912,779 Method and apparatus for stock and index option price improvement, participation, and internalization

555 7,908,202 Computer system to generate financial analysis output
556 7,908,199 System and method of responding to orders in a securities trading system
557 7,904,377 System for settling over the counter trades
558 7,904,374 Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth
559 7,904,370 System and method for variably regulating order entry in an electronic trading system
560 7,904,346 Method and system to adjust a seller fixed price offer
561 7,899,740 Test trading
562 7,899,712 Method and apparatus for facilitating online payment transactions in a network-based transaction facility
563 7,896,740 Exchange of entries corresponding to participants in a sports competition
564 7,895,098 System and method for measuring and utilizing pooling analytics
565 7,895,082 Method and system for scheduling transaction listings at a network-based transaction facility
566 7,890,416 Systems and methods for providing a trading interface
567 7,890,414 System and method for group positioning of market information in a graphical user interface
568 7,890,410 Automated trial order processing
569 7,890,383 System to monitor irregular activity
570 7,890,375 Method and system to facilitate pre-ordering via an electronic commerce facility, and to automatically facilitate satisfying of a pre-order upon listing of an appropriate offer via the electronic commerce facility
571 7,890,343 System and method for generating risk management curves
572 7,885,882 Enhanced matching apparatus and method for post-trade processing and settlement of securities transactions
573 7,882,019 Method and system for effecting straight-through-processing of trades of various financial instruments
574 7,882,017 Deal matching in an anonymous trading system
575 7,877,315 System and method for swapping of tangible items
576 7,877,278 Method and system for reporting fraud and claiming insurance related to network-based transactions
577 7,873,562 Methods and machine readable mediums to enable a fixed price purchase within an online auction environment
578 7,870,058 Dual purchase process within an online auction environment
579 7,870,055 Method and system for providing simultaneous on-line auctions
580 7,870,054 Method, apparatus and system for advancing a bidder to a selected rank
581 7,870,034 Method and apparatus for multiple variable bidding in an online auction
582 7,853,517 Locking preferences and test trading
583 7,853,500 System and method for determining right of access
584 7,853,486 Method and system to adjust a seller fixed price offer
585 7,849,001 Method, apparatus and interface for transaction toggling
Method for buyer-seller-on-line commerce
Multiple protocol trading system
Multiple protocol trading system
Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading combined orders for financial instruments through both electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms
Method and apparatus for trading securities or other instruments
Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen
Method and system for high speed options pricing
System and method for routing a trading order based upon quantity
Transformation bidding with tooling requirements
Method and system for managing requests for proposals for electronic trading of financial instruments
Method and apparatus for holding an online live auction to combine features of both the internet and traditional, real world auctions
Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
System and method for managing trading using alert messages for outlying trading orders
Method and system for correcting market failures with participant isolation in Dutch style online auctions
Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
Commercial product routing system with video vending capability
Electronic securities marketplace having integration with order management systems
Method for reposting a good for sale using a consignment node
Conversational dealing in an anonymous trading system
Periodically reloading image in order to obtain any changes to the images
Systems and methods relating to the formulation of a multi-party contract
Price change of orders from reserve in an electronic trading system
Trading tools for electronic trading
System and method for money management in electronic trading environment
Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth
System and method for estimating a spread value
System and method for displaying highest and lowest traded prices of tradable objects
Method and system for controlling the initiation and duration of overtime interval in electronic auctions
Money fund banking system
Market participant issue selection system and method
Method and system for maintaining login preference information of users in a network-based transaction facility
Methods and systems for electronic trading that provide incentives and linked auctions

Method and system for efficiently matching long and short positions in securities trading and transacting a series of overnight trades for balance sheet netting

Method and apparatus for holding an online live auction to combine features of both the Internet and traditional, real world auctions

System and method for analyzing and searching financial instrument data

Method, apparatus and interface for transaction toggling

Method and system for disguised price bidding in online auctions

Method and system for controlling the initiation and duration of overtime interval in electronic auctions

System and method for presenting broker and specialist interest in a hybrid auction market

System and method for managing an imbalance in a hybrid auction market

Auction with interest rate bidding

Financial activity concerning tropical weather events

Financial activity based on natural peril events

Financial activity with graphical user interface based on natural peril events

System and method for order sweep in a hybrid auction market

Method and system for dealing with non-paying bidders related to network-based transactions

System and method for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment

Method and system for multi-enterprise optimization using flexible trade contracts

Linked displayed market and midpoint matching system

Deal matching in an anonymous trading system

Money fund banking system

Method and system for effecting straight-through-processing of trades of various financial instruments

Methods and systems for receiving warrants as an incentive for participation in a marketplace

Methods and systems for incentivizing participation in a marketplace through the issuance of warrants

System for facilitating trade processing and trade management

System and method to control sending of unsolicited communications relating to a plurality of listings in a network-based system based on an identifier of the sender of the unsolicited communication

Systems and methods for conducting derivative trades electronically

Multiple protocol trading system
Midpoint matching system
System and method for multi-dimensional risk analysis
Method and system for administering prime brokerage
Administrative notes in network-based commerce facility
System and method for displaying highest and lowest traded prices of tradable objects
System and method to facilitate translation of communications between entities over a network
Systems and methods for managing client accounts
User interface for an electronic trading system
System and method for money management in electronic trading environment
Liquidity engine for futures trading exchange
Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
System and method for managing aggregated accounts
Method and system for auction or sales of deliverable prepared food via the internet
Electronic securities marketplace having integration with order management systems
System and method for setting and using a sweep liquidity replenishment price in an hybrid auction market
System and method for automated commodities transactions including an automatic hedging function
Automated targeted and proportional investment management systems and methods
Method and system for quantity entry
Trader station user interface
Method and system for effecting straight-through-processing of trades of various financial instruments
Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth
Systems and computer program products for exchanging an obligation
Method and system for multi-enterprise optimization using flexible trade contracts
Method and system for multi-enterprise optimization using flexible trade contracts
Systems and methods for shifting bids and offers in a trading interface
Money fund banking system with multiple banks and/or rates
Computer software and system for automatic stock dealings
Common index securities
Systems, methods, and computer program products for adjusting the assets of an investment account
673 7,711,604 T Retail system for selling products based on a flexible product description
674 7,707,192 T Confidence index for assets
675 7,707,098 T System and method for money management using a plurality of profit levels in an electronic trading environment
676 7,707,095 T Fixed income portfolio index processor
677 7,707,086 T Electronic spread trading tool
678 7,702,566 T Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth and price consolidation
679 7,702,540 T Computer-implement method and system for conducting auctions on the internet
680 7,698,192 T Open end mutual fund securitization process
681 7,693,790 T Method and system for remote delivery of retail banking services
682 7,693,775 T Automated system for routing orders for financial instruments based upon undisclosed liquidity
683 7,693,768 T Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth
684 7,693,766 T Financial activity based on natural events
685 7,693,747 T Methods, system, and medium for initiating an online auction utilizing a line item detail report
686 7,689,498 T System and method for trading options
687 7,689,497 T Switch engine for risk position discovery in an electronic trading system
688 7,689,495 T System and method for processing trades using volume-weighted-average pricing techniques
689 7,685,055 T System and method for automatic repositioning of market information in a graphical user interface
690 7,685,053 T Bidder system using multiple computers communicating data to carry out selling fixed income instruments
691 7,685,051 T System for settling over the counter trades
692 7,685,046 T Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis
693 7,680,734 T Money fund banking system
694 7,680,727 T Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information
695 7,680,726 T Electronic bartering system
696 7,680,724 T Trading tools for electronic trading
697 7,680,723 T User interface for semi-fungible trading
698 7,680,716 T System and method for allocating excess funds in aggregated control account
699 7,676,421 T Method and system for providing an automated auction for internalization and complex orders in a hybrid trading system
700 7,676,411 T Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth
701 7,673,229 T Apparatus and method for generating sub-codes to a turbo-encoder
702 7,672,902 System and method for pre-funding interest for early termination of client account having funds in one or more aggregated accounts

703 7,672,901 System and method for holdback procedure for after-hours transactions

704 7,672,898 Regulating order entry in an electronic trading environment to maintain an actual cost for a trading strategy

705 7,672,895 System and method for simulating an electronic trading environment

706 7,672,893 System and method for trading taxable and non-taxable securities

707 7,672,892 Real time network exchange with seller specified exchange parameters and interactive seller participation

708 7,672,886 Systems and methods for managing client accounts

709 7,668,772 Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation

710 7,668,771 System and method for allocation to obtain zero activity in a selected aggregated account

711 7,668,761 System and method for ensuring order fulfillment

712 7,660,793 Method and system for high performance integration, processing and searching of structured and unstructured data using coprocessors

713 7,660,762 Method and system for efficiently matching long and short positions in securities trading and transacting a series of overnight trades for balance sheet netting

714 7,660,740 Method and system for listing items globally and regionally, and customized listing according to currency or shipping area

715 7,653,588 Method and system for providing order routing to a virtual crowd in a hybrid trading system

716 7,653,584 Automated execution system having participation

717 7,650,307 Method and system to enable a fixed price purchase within a multi-unit online auction environment

718 7,647,267 System and method for setting and using a momentum liquidity replenishment price in a hybrid auction market

719 7,647,266 System and method for holding and sending an order to a matching engine

720 7,647,243 Electronic marketplace system and method for creation of a two-tiered pricing scheme

721 7,644,029 Digital computer system for a synthetic investment and risk management fund

722 7,641,549 Lottery and auction based tournament entry exchange platform

723 7,634,439 Method and apparatus to perform buy versus leasing transformational bidding

724 7,627,519 Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects

725 7,624,068 Method and system for dynamically adjusting discount rates for a card transaction

726 7,620,591 System and method for managing trading using alert messages for outlying trading orders

727 7,620,579 System and method for money management using a plurality of profit levels in an electronic trading environment
Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of investment contracts

Computer methods and apparatus for optimizing portfolios of multiple participants

Repositioning of market information on trading screens

Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading securities or derivatives through both electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms

Method for facilitating commerce at an internet-based auction

System and method for simulating an electronic trading environment

Credit management for electronic brokerage system

Incentive based vertical market

Synthetic funds having structured notes

Synthetic funds having structured notes

Method, apparatus, and system for bidding in rounds

Dual quote market system

Financial activity based on tropical weather events

Introducing a fixed-price transaction mechanism in conjunction with an auction transaction mechanism

Electronic bartering system

Method and system for harvesting feedback and comments regarding multiple items from users of a network-based transaction facility

Repositioning of market information on trading screens

System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment

Automated market system with selectable match-off of order flow

User interface for semi-fungible trading

System and method for displaying profit related information in an electronic trading environment

System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment

Graphical user interface for financial activity concerning tropical weather events

Financial activity based on tropical weather events

System and method for displaying money management information in an electronic trading environment

Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen

System and method for managing trading using alert messages for outlying trading orders

Method and system for security certificate holders to take remote decisions during operations concerning said security certificates
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7,577,602</td>
<td>Method and interface for consolidating price levels on a trading screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,574,397</td>
<td>System and method for creating a market map in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,571,136</td>
<td>Methods for risk portfolio management within an electronic trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,571,135</td>
<td>System and method for determining and applying parity in a hybrid auction market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,571,134</td>
<td>Trading interface for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,567,929</td>
<td>Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth and price consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,565,320</td>
<td>Index for fixed income securities market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,565,315</td>
<td>System and method for displaying money management information in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,562,047</td>
<td>User interface for semi-fungible trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,562,038</td>
<td>System and method for group positioning of market information in a graphical user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,558,754</td>
<td>System and method for processing and displaying quantity information during user-configurable time periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,558,746</td>
<td>Method and system for dynamically controlling overtime in electronic auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,555,282</td>
<td>Methods and systems for retrieving data stored in a database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,552,083</td>
<td>Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading through both electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,552,082</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,552,079</td>
<td>Computer-implemented apparatus for automating and executing investment planning for a client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,546,267</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,542,940</td>
<td>System and method for estimating a spread value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,542,921</td>
<td>Network-based financial planning system and method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,536,402</td>
<td>System and method for handling item listings with generic attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,536,362</td>
<td>Method for selecting an optimal balance between direct cost and a number of suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,536,350</td>
<td>Systems and methods for providing enhanced account management services for multiple banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,536,345</td>
<td>Method and system for quantity entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,536,339</td>
<td>Method and system for quantity entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,533,056</td>
<td>User interface for an electronic trading system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
781 7,529,707  System and method for managing trading using alert messages for outlying trading orders
782 7,529,705  Electronic trading system for simulating the trading of carbon dioxide equivalent emission reductions and methods of use
783 7,529,701  System and method for implementing employee stock plans
784 7,523,114  Method and system for categorizing items in both actual and virtual categories
785 7,523,064  System and method for facilitating trading of multiple tradeable objects in an electronic trading environment
786 7,523,063  Process and apparatus for conducting auctions over electronic networks
787 7,519,551  Systems and methods for administering return sweep accounts
788 7,516,098  Index determined from fixed income securities data
789 7,512,561  Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects
790 7,512,559  Method for structuring a mortgage servicing right asset efficiently to include a hedging component
791 7,509,323  Method and system for communicating selected search results between first and second users over a network
792 7,509,286  Systems and methods for money fund banking with flexible interest allocation
793 7,509,283  User interface for semi-fungible trading
794 7,509,279  Method and system for computing path dependent probabilities of attaining financial goals
795 7,509,276  System and method for group positioning of market information in a graphical user interface
796 7,505,932  Click based trading with market depth display
797 7,505,929  Method, system and computer product for auction of deliverable prepared food via the internet
798 7,499,979  Thumbnail image virtual address space
799 7,499,876  Method and apparatus for configurably adjusting a bid in an online auction
800 7,499,875  Method and apparatus for facilitating online payment transactions in a network-based transaction facility using multiple payment instruments
801 7,493,281  Automatic notification of irregular activity
802 7,490,061  Solutions server
803 7,487,123  Computer-implemented securities trading system with virtual currency and virtual specialist
804 7,483,855  System and method for automated order entry on short queues
805 7,483,852  Total value bidding
806 7,480,631  System and method for detecting and processing fraud and credit abuse
807 7,475,046  Electronic trading system supporting anonymous negotiation and indications of interest
808 7,472,098  System and method for execution of trades made pursuant to stock option and purchase plans
809 7,467,109 System and method for determining eligibility and enrolling members in various programs
810 7,461,026 Method and apparatus for a fair exchange
811 7,454,382 System and method for holding and sending an order to a matching engine
812 7,447,655 System and method for automatic scalping of a tradeable object in an electronic trading environment
813 7,447,654 Computer trading of financial interests
814 7,447,651 Digital computer system for operating a customizable investment fund
815 7,440,920 Tool for estimating a cost of a trade
816 7,437,325 System and method for performing automatic spread trading
817 7,433,842 Method and system for effecting straight-through-processing of trades of various financial instruments
818 7,428,505 Method and system for harvesting feedback and comments regarding multiple items from users of a network-based transaction facility
819 7,426,491 System and method for processing and displaying quantity information for user configurable time periods
820 7,426,490 System and method for automated order entry on short queues
821 7,425,978 Videophone system for scrutiny monitoring with computer control
822 7,424,450 System and method for performing automatic spread trading
823 7,418,423 Aggregation of reduced-sized images
824 7,418,422 System and method for automated commodities transactions including an automatic hedging function
825 7,418,422 Method, apparatus and interface for trading multiple tradeable objects
826 7,415,432 Method and apparatus for the receipt, combination, and evaluation of equity portfolios for execution by a sponsor at passively determined prices
827 7,412,416 User interface for an electronic trading system
828 7,409,366 Apparatus and method for adding liquidity to an ECN and improving executions of orders for securities
829 7,401,046 System and method for displaying option market information
830 7,401,044 Systems and methods for electronic trading that provide incentives and linked auctions
831 7,401,035 Method for selecting a group of bidders for a current bidding event using prioritization
832 7,395,238 Method and system for controlling an electronic auction during the transition to a closed state
833 7,395,236 Risk management system and method providing rule-based evolution of a portfolio of instruments
834 7,392,219 System and method for variably regulating order entry in an electronic trading system
835 7,392,218 Method and apparatus for stock and index option price improvement, participation, and internalization
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>836</td>
<td>7,389,268</td>
<td>Trading tools for electronic trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837</td>
<td>7,389,264</td>
<td>System and method for performing automatic spread trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838</td>
<td>7,389,258</td>
<td>System and method for trading and displaying market information in an electronic trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>7,386,497</td>
<td>System and method for trading an instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840</td>
<td>7,383,206</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for multiple variable bidding in an online auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>841</td>
<td>7,373,327</td>
<td>Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>842</td>
<td>7,373,322</td>
<td>Two-way wireless communication system for financial industry transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>7,373,312</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for facilitating user registration in an on-line auction environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844</td>
<td>7,366,691</td>
<td>Method and interface for presenting last traded quantity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845</td>
<td>7,356,499</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for automated trading of equity securities using a real time data analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846</td>
<td>7,356,498</td>
<td>Automated trading exchange system having integrated quote risk monitoring and integrated quote modification services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>847</td>
<td>7,346,574</td>
<td>Method and system for conducting electronic auctions with aggregate lotting for transformation bidding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>7,341,455</td>
<td>Method and system for training traders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>849</td>
<td>7,340,429</td>
<td>Method and system to enable a fixed price purchase within a online auction environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>7,333,952</td>
<td>Compound order handling in an anonymous trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851</td>
<td>7,321,872</td>
<td>Automated trading exchange system and method utilizing a randomized opening procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>7,319,477</td>
<td>Videophone system for scrutiny monitoring with computer control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>853</td>
<td>7,315,839</td>
<td>Securities pricing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>854</td>
<td>7,310,733</td>
<td>Method and system for maintaining login preference information of users in a network-based transaction facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>855</td>
<td>7,310,615</td>
<td>Financial data reporting system with alert notification feature and free-form searching capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>7,310,051</td>
<td>Bond trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>7,305,469</td>
<td>Prioritization of third party access to an online commerce site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>7,301,664</td>
<td>Multiple integrated machine system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>859</td>
<td>7,299,206</td>
<td>Method and system to implement seller authorized buying privileges within a network-based shopping facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>7,283,980</td>
<td>Method and system for controlling the initiation and duration of overtime intervals in electronic auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>861</td>
<td>7,277,878</td>
<td>Variable length file header apparatus and system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,266,521</td>
<td>Method and system of managing mutual early termination terms for the electronic trading of financial instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,266,520</td>
<td>Digital computer system and methods for managing an auction market for preferred-return securities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,251,629</td>
<td>Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,249,085</td>
<td>Method and system for conducting electronic auctions with multi-parameter price equalization bidding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,249,037</td>
<td>System for managing a stable value protected investment plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,242,669</td>
<td>Method and system for multi-path routing of electronic orders for securities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,228,289</td>
<td>System and method for trading and displaying market information in an electronic trading environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,225,174</td>
<td>Investment analysis tool and service for making investment decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,225,152</td>
<td>Method, apparatus, and system for varying an award volume in an auction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,212,999</td>
<td>User interface for an electronic trading system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,212,996</td>
<td>System and method for dynamic, multivariable comparison of financial products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,212,993</td>
<td>Security receipts management system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,206,755</td>
<td>Method, apparatus and article-of-manufacture for the creation, issuance, valuation/pricing, trading and exercise of options for attendance rights, and derivative instruments thereon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,203,661</td>
<td>Computers making financial analysis output having property valuations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,181,425</td>
<td>Automatic ordering method and system for trading of stock, bond, item, future index, option, index, current and so on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,177,833</td>
<td>Automated trading system in an electronic trading exchange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,162,447</td>
<td>Method and system for obtaining a discovered price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,162,446</td>
<td>Integrated auction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,155,468</td>
<td>Common index securities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,152,043</td>
<td>Method and system for dynamically controlling overtime in electronic auctions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,149,720</td>
<td>Systems for exchanging an obligation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,149,718</td>
<td>Method and system for the creation and communication of notes concerning an auction participant or item within a network-based auction facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,149,717</td>
<td>Method and system to effectuate multiple transaction prices for a commodity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,149,714</td>
<td>Automated targeted and proportional investment management systems and methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,149,713</td>
<td>System and method for automating investment planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,146,331</td>
<td>Method and system for supplier prioritization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,143,060</td>
<td>Trading party profiles in system for facilitating trade processing and trade management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,136,863</td>
<td>Generic attribute database system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,136,834</td>
<td>Electronic securities marketplace having integration with order management systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,136,833</td>
<td>Communication network based system and method for auctioning shares on an investment product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,130,824</td>
<td>Apparatus and method for load balancing among data communications ports in automated securities trading systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,130,823</td>
<td>Computer system for data management and method for operation of the system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,127,424</td>
<td>Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth and price consolidation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,127,422</td>
<td>Latency monitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,127,421</td>
<td>Method and system for identifying bottlenecks in a securities processing system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,124,106</td>
<td>Apparatus for trading of bundled assets including bundle substitution and method therefor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,117,176</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,110,981</td>
<td>Method and system for providing integrated brokerage and other financial services through customer activated terminals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,110,975</td>
<td>Order matching system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,110,974</td>
<td>Tool for estimating a cost of a trade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,110,972</td>
<td>Method and system of managing credit for the electronic trading of financial instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,110,971</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,107,240</td>
<td>Order centric tracking system and protocol for communications with handheld trading units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,099,841</td>
<td>Methods and systems for trading permanent seat licenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,092,919</td>
<td>Method and a system related to determining the price of a combination contract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,084,998</td>
<td>Method and system for processing files using a printer driver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,080,050</td>
<td>Electronic bartering system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method and system for extracting information from RFQ documents and compressing RFQ files into a common RFQ file type

Digital computer system and methods for managing a synthetic index fund

Method and apparatus for trading securities or other instruments on behalf of customers

Apparatus and process for calculating an option

Trading system for fixed-value contracts

Computer assisted securities trading

Method and system for conducting electronic auctions with net present value bidding

Information presentation and management in an online trading environment

Computer-implemented securities trading system with a virtual specialist function

Credit management for electronic brokerage system

Credit management for electronic brokerage system

Systems for switch auctions utilizing risk position portfolios of a plurality of traders

Method and apparatus for enabling smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis

User interface for semi-fungible trading

Sales transactions for transfer of agricultural products

Credit management for electronic brokerage system

Automated exchange system for trading orders having a hidden volume

Computer method and system for intermediated exchanges

Automated price improvement protocol processor

Apparatus and method for automated display of market activity

Automated interactive bill payment system using debit cards

Monitoring and automatic notification of irregular activity in a network-based transaction facility

Method and system for training traders

Click based trading with market depth display

Digital computer system and methods for a synthetic investment and risk management fund

Methods of exchanging an obligation

Automated interactive bill payment system using debit cards
Method and system for partial quantity evaluated rank bidding in online auctions

Municipal bond apparatus product and method

Automated price improvement protocol processor

Method of exchanging goods over the internet

Method and apparatus for stock and index option price improvement, participation, and internalization

Multiple integrated machine system

Method and apparatus for interacting with investors to create investment portfolios

Generic attribute database system

Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth

Method for executing a cross-trade in a two-way wireless system

Click based trading with intuitive grid display of market depth

Fixed income portfolio index processor

System and method to control sending of unsolicited communications relating to a plurality of listings in a network-based commerce facility

Information presentation and management in an online trading environment

Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system

Computer system and methods for management, and control of annuities and distribution of annuity payments

Handheld trading system interface

Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of investment contracts

Automated exchange for trading derivative securities

Online trade aggregating system

Generic attribute database system for storing items of different categories having shared attributes

Method and apparatus for enabling individual or smaller investors or others to create and manage a portfolio of securities or other assets or liabilities on a cost effective basis

Automatic stock trading system

Voice-data telephonic interface control system

Method and system for differential index bidding in online auctions

Voice extensions in a call-in center employing virtual restructuring for computer telephony integrated functionality

Two-way wireless system for financial industry transactions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,532,460</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for automated cancellation of orders for securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,523,037</td>
<td>Method and system for communicating selected search results between first and second entities over a network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,516,303</td>
<td>Method, system, and apparatus for managing taxable events within a portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,513,020</td>
<td>Proxy asset data processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,513,019</td>
<td>Financial consolidation and communication platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,512,415</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface game control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,507,822</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for managing the sale of aging products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,505,175</td>
<td>Order centric tracking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,505,174</td>
<td>Computer-implemented securities trading system with a virtual specialist function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,499,018</td>
<td>Method and system for controlling bidding in electronic auctions using bidder-specific bid limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,473,807</td>
<td>System for invocation of CICS programs as database stored procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,466,917</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for verifying the identity of a participant within an on-line auction environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,462,671</td>
<td>Remote securities based data reception and order system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,449,346</td>
<td>Telephone-television interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,446,047</td>
<td>Municipal bond apparatus, product and method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,434,223</td>
<td>Telephone interface call processing system with call selectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,424,703</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface lottery system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,421,653</td>
<td>Systems, methods and computer program products for electronic trading of financial instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,415,320</td>
<td>Information presentation and management in an online trading environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,408,283</td>
<td>Method and system for maintaining the integrity of electronic auctions using a configurable bid monitoring agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,405,204</td>
<td>Alerts by sector/news alerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,405,180</td>
<td>Automated exchange for matching bids between a party and a counterparty based on a relationship between the counterparty and the exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,401,076</td>
<td>Wide area inventory control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,393,409</td>
<td>Computer method and apparatus for optimizing portfolios of multiple participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,377,940</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for setting a price for a security on an automated exchange based on a comparison of prices on other exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,374,231</td>
<td>Money fund banking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent No.</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,360,210</td>
<td>Method and system for enabling smaller investors to manage risk in a self-managed portfolio of assets/liabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,354,490</td>
<td>Integrated full service consumer banking system and method for opening an account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,349,134</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,343,278</td>
<td>Combined order limit for a group of related transactions in an automated dealing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,338,047</td>
<td>Method and system for investing in a group of investments that are selected based on the aggregated, individual preference of plural investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,323,894</td>
<td>Commercial product routing system with video vending capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,317,728</td>
<td>Securities and commodities trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,317,727</td>
<td>Systems, methods and computer program products for monitoring credit risks in electronic trading systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,292,547</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,282,520</td>
<td>Computer system and methods for allocation of the returns of a portfolio among a plurality of investors with different risk tolerance levels and allocation of returns from an efficient portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,278,983</td>
<td>Automated resource allocation and management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,278,982</td>
<td>Securities trading system for consolidation of trading on multiple ECNS and electronic exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,278,981</td>
<td>Computer-implemented method and apparatus for portfolio compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,275,807</td>
<td>Computer system and methods for management, and control of annuities and distribution of annuity payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,269,346</td>
<td>Stock option control and exercise system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,266,651</td>
<td>Facilitating electronic commerce through two-tiered electronic markets and auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,247,000</td>
<td>Method and system for confirmation and settlement for financial transactions matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,233,566</td>
<td>System, method and computer program product for online financial products trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,230,147</td>
<td>Method and system for controlling an electronic auction during the transition to a closed state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,230,146</td>
<td>Method and system for controlling closing times of electronic auctions involving multiple lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,226,623</td>
<td>Global financial services integration system and process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,223,167</td>
<td>Method and system for handling disruptions in the management of electronic auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,216,114</td>
<td>Method and system for controlling the initiation and duration of overtime intervals in electronic auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,211,880</td>
<td>Display apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,205,434</td>
<td>Computerized indenture plan allocation determination management and reporting system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,202,051</td>
<td>Facilitating internet commerce through internetworked auctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,201,863</td>
<td>Personal desktop router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,199,050</td>
<td>Method and system for bidding in electronic auctions using flexible bidder-determined line-item guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,195,647</td>
<td>On-line transaction processing system for security trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,185,292</td>
<td>Skill-based real-time call routing in telephony systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,185,291</td>
<td>Personal desktop router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,173,270</td>
<td>Stock option control and exercise system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,161,098</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for enabling small investors with a portfolio of securities to manage taxable events within the portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,157,918</td>
<td>Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of investment contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,151,387</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface game control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,148,065</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,134,536</td>
<td>Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of risk management contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,134,535</td>
<td>Computerized stock exchange trading system automatically formatting orders from a spreadsheet to an order entry system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,131,087</td>
<td>Method for automatically identifying, matching, and near-matching buyers and sellers in electronic market transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,130,933</td>
<td>Apparatus and methods for coordinating telephone and data communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,112,189</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for automating negotiations between parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,098,051</td>
<td>Crossing network utilizing satisfaction density profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,092,056</td>
<td>Data processing system and method for financial debt instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,085,176</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for using search agents to search plurality of markets for items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,070,151</td>
<td>System for the creation and collateralization of real estate mortgage investment conduit securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,067,532</td>
<td>Ticket redistribution system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,055,308</td>
<td>Method and system for determining and using multiple object states in a computer telephony integration system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,049,783</td>
<td>Interactive internet analysis method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,044,352</td>
<td>Method and system for processing and recording the transactions in a medical savings fund account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,044,135</td>
<td>Telephone-interface lottery system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,035,287</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for bundled asset trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,035,021</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,029,146</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for trading securities electronically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,026,438</td>
<td>Dynamic workstation configuration processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,018,578</td>
<td>Call and data correspondence in a call-in center employing virtual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>restructing for computer telephony integrated functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,016,483</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for automated opening of options exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,016,344</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,014,644</td>
<td>Centrally coordinated communication systems with multiple broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data objects and response tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,014,643</td>
<td>Interactive securities trading system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,014,642</td>
<td>System for benefits processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,012,047</td>
<td>Reverse mortgage processing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,012,046</td>
<td>Crossing network utilizing satisfaction density profile with price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discovery features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,999,917</td>
<td>Automated system for managing a non-qualified deferred compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,995,614</td>
<td>Dynamic requeing to avoid latency in call-routing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,987,432</td>
<td>Fault-tolerant central ticker plant system for distributing financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>market data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,978,779</td>
<td>Distributed architecture utility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,970,479</td>
<td>Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>management contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,963,923</td>
<td>System and method for trading having a principal market maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,954,793</td>
<td>Remote limit-setting information distribution system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,950,177</td>
<td>Crossing network utilizing optimal mutual satisfaction density profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,950,176</td>
<td>Computer-implemented securities trading system with a virtual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specialist function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,950,175</td>
<td>System for managing real estate SWAP accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,946,667</td>
<td>Data processing system and method for financial debt instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,946,387</td>
<td>Agent-level network call routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,933,492</td>
<td>Method and system for determining and using multiple object states in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a computer telephony integration system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,926,801</td>
<td>Electronic security/stock trading system with voice synthesis response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for indication of transaction status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,926,792</td>
<td>System for managing a stable value protected investment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,926,538</td>
<td>Method for routing calls to call centers based on statistical modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of call behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,918,218</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for automated trade transactions processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
System and method for automated remote previewing and purchasing of music, video, software, and other multimedia products

Multiple format telephonic interface control system

Two-way wireless system for financial industry transactions

Automated auction protocol processor

Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system

Apparatus and process for executing an expirationless option transaction

System, method and program product for managing and controlling the disposition of financial resources

Computer method and system for intermediated exchange of commodities

Automated interactive bill payment system using debit cards

Integrated full service consumer banking system and method for opening an account

Fixed income portfolio data processor

Crossing network utilizing satisfaction density profile with price discovery features

Consignment nodes

System and method for premium optimization and loan monitoring

Method and apparatus for rating geographical areas using meteorological conditions

Methods and apparatus for implementing a network call center

Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system

Data processing system for global assessment of investment opportunity and cost

Methods and apparatus for implementing an outbound network call center

Method and apparatus for optimal portfolio replication

Two-way wireless system for financial industry transactions

Telephonic-interface game control system

Assured two-way wireless communication system for financial industry transactions

Telephonic-interface lottery system

Fixed income portfolio index processor

Two-way wireless system for financial industry transactions

System for selecting liability products and preparing applications therefor

System for routing electronic mails

System for voting stock component interests
1098 5,732,397  T  Automated decision-making arrangement
1099 5,727,165  T  Offer matching system having timed match acknowledgment
1100 5,715,402  T  Method and system for matching sellers and buyers of spot metals
1101 5,689,652  T  Crossing network utilizing optimal mutual satisfaction density profile
1102 5,684,863  T  Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system
1103 5,671,363  T  Private stock option account control and exercise system
1104 5,671,358  T  System for voting stock component interests
1105 5,655,088  T  Electronic market transaction system for detecting orders reaching a prescribed frequency of failure to increase chance of establishing transactions
1106 5,652,786  T  Automated interactive bill payment system
1107 5,576,952  T  Medical alert distribution system with selective filtering of medical information
1108 5,561,707  T  Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system
1109 5,557,517  T  System and method for determining the price of an expirationless American option and issuing a buy or sell ticket on the current price and portfolio
1110 5,553,120  T  Telephonic-interface game control system
1111 5,517,406  T  Method and apparatus for data verification and position reporting in an automated trade transactions processing system
1112 5,508,913  T  Electronic automatic offer matching system for freezer exchange transactions among banks
1113 5,497,317  T  Device and method for improving the speed and reliability of security trade settlements
1114 5,454,104  T  Financial data event flow analysis system with study conductor display
1115 5,424,938  T  Method and apparatus for providing access to a plurality of payment networks
1116 5,416,695  T  Method and apparatus for alerting patients and medical personnel of emergency medical situations
1117 5,168,446  T  System for conducting and processing spot commodity transactions
1118 5,148,365  T  Scenario optimization
1119 5,117,354  T  Automated system for pricing and ordering custom manufactured parts
1120 5,101,353  T  Automated system for providing liquidity to securities markets
1121 5,077,665  T  Distributed matching system
1122 5,038,284  T  Method and apparatus relating to conducting trading transactions with portable trading stations
1123 4,975,840  T  Method and apparatus for evaluating a potentially insurable risk
1124 4,933,842  T  Automated investment fund accounting system
1125 4,914,587  T  Financial data processing system with distributed data input devices and method of use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4,845,739</td>
<td>Telephonic-interface statistical analysis system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,799,156</td>
<td>Interactive market management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,792,968</td>
<td>Statistical analysis system for use with public communication facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,752,877</td>
<td>Method and apparatus for funding a future liability of uncertain cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>